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Monday Evening, February 8, 2021

MRFF VICTORY!

DUE TO MRFF'S SWIFT INTERCESSION:
CHRISTIAN MUSIC CEASED ON

MILITARY CONTRACTED TRANSPORT BUS
MRFF contacted by Client and Military Applicant

who was required to wait on military contracted bus
playing Christian music while transporting applicants to
Military Entrance Processing Station (MEPS), Milwaukee.

MRFF thanks the Senior Enlisted Advisor for USMEPCOM, Senior
Chief Petty Officer Nate Hon, and James A. Murray, the Chief

Operations Officer with Hotel Contracting Services (HCS), who
subcontracted the transportation company, for ordering
the Christian music stopped and doing the right thing.

Email from MRFF Client and U.S. Military Applicant
Requesting MRFF's Intervention Due to Christian Music

On Military Contracted MEPS Transportation

"Christian music being played
at MEPS Milwaukee"

From: MRFF Client’s E-Mail Address Withheld
Subject: Christian music being played at MEPS Milwaukee
Date: February 6, 2021 at 12:10:15 PM MST
To: "mikey@militaryreligiousfreedom.org"

Good afternoon,

I’m currently in the process of applying to join the (military branch name
withheld). For that purpose, I went to the Military Entrance Processing
Station in Milwaukee, WI for a physical on the 25th of January of this year.

While on the bus which transported applicants from the hotel to the MEPS, I
quickly realized that the radio was tuned to a Christian radio station, due to
the repeated speaking of the name Jesus. Being half asleep, I didn’t think
anything of it at first but roughly around 6 AM (I do not recall exact time
down to the minute), I realized just how inappropriate that was – While I am
a (name of Christian denomination withheld), matters spiritual are intensely
personal and private, and as I’m seeking to take an oath to support and
defend the Constitution which prohibits establishment of a religion on the
part of the Government, I was taken aback that this occurred on the very first
morning I ever was in the care of the Department of Defense. While I can’t
claim offense, fidelity to the Law forces us to speak up lest somebody else be
silent due to fear of retaliation.

I understand the Commander’s intent to not have music that could be
construed as sexist or racist playing (though given that it’s radio, that job is
already supposed to be accomplished by the FCC, but I digress) – there are
ways to do that without violating the Establishment Clause, such as by tuning
the radio to NPR, with it’s apolitical news coverage and playing of orchestral
music or just not having the radio on so the applicants can get a few minutes
more sleep.

I try to apply the principle of charity in life, and as such hope that this is an
innocent mistake that can be easily rectified just with a simple letter and
perhaps a clarification of the commander’s intent to whoever set the radio
dial that morning.

Adjutant General of the State of Wisconsin is Maj. Gen. Paul E. Knapp,
WIANG

WI Dept. of Military Affairs office is 2400 Wright Street, Madison, WI
53708

Email address to reach out to the WI Dept. of Military
Affairs: ngwi.pao@mail.mil

Milwaukee MEPS physical address: 11050 W Liberty Dr, Milwaukee, WI
53224

Milwaukee MEPS website: https://www.mepcom.army.mil/Units/Eastern-
Sector/6th-Battalion/Milwaukee/ 

Sincerely,
(MRFF Client’s name withheld)
C. (608) xxx-xxxx

Click to read in Inbox

Email Response to Mikey Weinstein
From Senior Chief Petty Officer Nate Hon,
Senior Enlisted Advisor for U.S. MEPCOM

"RE: [Non-DoD Source] Christian music
being played at MEPS Milwaukee"

From: "Hon, Nathan G SCPO USN (USA)"
Date: February 8, 2021 at 11:10:15 AM MST
To: Michael L Weinstein <mikeyw4444@icloud.com>
Cc: Information Weinstein <mikey@militaryreligiousfreedom.org>, "Jallah,
Jasmine S MAJ USARMY OSD USMEPCOM ES (USA)", "Bartley,
Nicholas G CPT USARMY OSD USMEPCOM ES (USA)", "Benson, Susan
M CIV OSD USMEPCOM (USA)"
Subject: RE: [Non-DoD Source] Christian music being played at MEPS
Milwaukee

Mr. Weinstein,
 
Thank you for the call and sending me the email traffic this morning so I
could better understand the situation.
 
I just want to clarify that this situation did not take place at the Milwaukee
MEPS, but on a bus transporting the applicant to the MEPS. Since the bus
company does not belong to the MEPS, we have taken the appropriate steps
and notified the Contracting Officer Representative (COR) in charge of that
contract for further investigation. Please reassure the concerned party that we
are taking action to address the situation. Thank you for bringing this
situation to our attention. 
 
V/r,
Nate Hon
 
//SIGNED//
CMDCS (SW/AW/IW) Nate Hon
Senior Enlisted Advisor

"In all things, take the next right step and do the next right thing!"

Email Response to Mikey Weinstein
From Hotel Contracting Services

Chief Operations Officer James A. Murray

"Re: Religious Music on Transportation
RE: Milwaukee"

On Feb 8, 2021, at 1:40 PM, James Murray wrote:

Mikey,

My name is James Murray, Chief Operations Officer with Hotel Contracting
Services. We are the contractor that subcontracted the transportation
company that transport port future and potential applicants to the Milwaukee
MEPS.

We were alerted by USMEPCOM on the incident that transpired on one of
the trips to the Milwaukee MEPS where the driver was playing religious
music and or service program. This is not a practice that should have taken
place, and we would like to extend our sincere apologies to all whom may
have been exposed to the situation. Furthermore, I personally notified the
transportation company and express our disappointment with the lack of
judgment the driver displayed.

They would also like to extend their apologies and assured us that nothing of
the magnitude would take place again.  

Regards,

James A. Murray
Chief Operations Officer 
Hotel Contracting Services,(HCS)

Thank You Email From MRFF Client and
U.S. Military Applicant for Swift Resolution

in Stopping Christian Music on MEPS Transport Bus

"Much thanks"

From: MRFF Client’s E-Mail Address Withheld
Subject: Much thanks
Date: February 8, 2021 at 2:08:39 PM MST
To: "mikey@militaryreligiousfreedom.org"
<mikey@militaryreligiousfreedom.org>

A few weeks ago I was going through "Freedom's Front Door" trying to join
a Reserve Component of the Armed Forces. While I was on the bus that takes
applicants for the military service from the hotel to the MEPS facility, I
noticed that Christian music was playing over the speakers. 

As I already work in government service (and having caught the bug is why
I'm joining the Armed Forces), I knew that it was extremely inappropriate
and downright illegal. However as anyone who has ever worked for the
Government knows, DoD is a massive behemoth and as just a mere
applicant, I had no idea who to go to. I tried going to one of my Senators, but
they wouldn't have been able to protect my identity - I don't want a reputation
as a troublemaker before I've even sworn in after all! 

I emailed the MRFF's info address and not even 5 minutes later, I was
astonished when my phone rang and there you were on the other end. I was
not expecting that. But we went over the details of where and when it
occurred, and the very next business day, after you made quite a few emails
and phone calls to MEPCOM, a written apology from the vendor that
MEPCOM uses for transportation services was obtained and assurances were
given that this would not happen again. 

Now I myself am a (Christian denomination withheld), so I can't say that I
personally was offended, but MEPS is already unpleasant enough and I can't
imagine how a non-Christian applicant would have felt in that environment. 

Mikey, you resolved the situation quickly and to everyone's satisfaction. The
relationship between humanity and the absolute; where we find ourselves
between nothing and infinity; where we come from and our ultimate destiny -
intensely personal and emotional matters and the disputes between people's
answers here have been the cause of much suffering and bloodshed in human
history. The notion in the United States, that we agree to disagree and that the
State secures this right by being neutral in such matters is beautiful - it is
worth fighting for. You and your organization are to be commended for your
work in helping defend those who put their lives on the line to defend the
right to respectfully disagree. 

Thank you again. 
Sincerely,

(MRFF Client’s name withheld)
C. (608) xxx-xxxx

Click to read in Inbox

The Cameron Journal Podcast
Interviews MRFF’s Mikey Weinstein to Discuss

Dominionist Christianity and the 1/6/21 Insurrection

The Cameron Journal Podcast interviews Mikey Weinstein from the Military
Religious Freedom Foundation to discuss the dominionist Christianity cult
that has taken over the military and their involvement with the insurrection
on January 6, 2021.

Click to Play Mikey Weinstein’s Interview (28:48)
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